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I 

THE PROBLEM STATED 

GoLD ceased to be used as a medium of exchange 
in Great Britain at the time of the War. I9I4-
1919. When it ceased. to be so used gold 
reserves as held by the banks and treasuries 
became no longer necessary nor desirable for 
cmrency purposes. 

The banks. governments or central banks of. 

lcountries where gold is no longer circulated need 
not keep any gold reserves in support of 
currencies. 

Gold does not stabilise currency nor is it 
necessary for a currency syst~. even although

I that system is based on what is called a gold 
standard. 

A statement of this kind is valuel~ in 
itself. No one is convinced by it. even although 
it may ultimately be found to be true. 

The task before the writer is to try to convince 
I the reader by argument. link by link. of its truth. 

To do this. permission is, asked to use a 
symbol. other than the letters of the alphabet. 
themselves symbols. 

The symbol is in the form of a simple balance 
scale. 
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: A standard with a cross-beam supported on a 
knife edge with scales each side pendant from the 
end of the beam. 

A 

This symbol, like the scale, is for the purpose 
of showing a tendency towards equipoise. 
Like the scale, it is never fixed, never stationary, 
except so far as the standard support is con
cerned. Although the movement may be small, 
almost infinitesimal, nevertheless the tendency 
to constant readjustment is there and without 
that constant movement the machine would be 
useless for any purpose whatsoever. 

For what the writ~r has to say, the symbol of 
the scale should be kept constantly in mind. 

It is not possible to prove the stateme:p.ts 
made without taking into account the whole 
business of exchange: personal, national and 
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international and assessing its relation to eco
nomics. The word economics is used with 
hesitation, because the so-called science of 
economics is subject to so many limitations and 
constructions. 

The first few chapters are largely devoted by 
the writer to a definition of the economic law as 
he sees it. He is going to attempt to detail its 
scope and limitation and finally to draw certain 
fairly definite conclusions therefrom. 

Obviously the correctness of the conclusions 
drawn will be subject to the soundness of the 
conception of the law itself. 

Whilst the term "economic law" is used it 
must be emphasised that these two words are 
used for want of better words. The use of the 
word" law" iinplies that there is something 
fixed and definite, an unalterable principle. 
That is far from the case. It is psychological 
and is thus subject to constant change and 

'

adjustment and unexpected development. Often 
the word tendency might be substituted for the 
word law. 

The writer hopes with the use of the symbol 
of the scale to give more definite precision to the 
law than would otherwise be the case. 
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. THE EXISTING IDEA 

MEN desire to exchange with one axi.other the 
products of their labours to their mutual 
advantage. 

It has been found that a common medium of 
exchange facilitates this desire. 

Many media of exchange have been used for 
this purpose. Gold is perhaps the best known of 
these media. Paper currency, although used 
by the 'Chinese in the fourteenth century, has 
recently come into ,general use. 

Where a gold standard has been adopted, it 
has apparently been accepted that gold is used 
as the medium of exchange. 

Currency issues in paper have been made with 
what is described as a gold backing. 

The equivalent value or a proportionate value 
of the paper issues is kept in specific gold in very 
safe keeping. 

This is done with great rectitude. 
So far as the writer can observe the mind of 

the financial authority, it works like this :
That gold is a backing to paper issues' of 

money and that it forms the foundations of a 
10 
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monetary system. That without gold, the 
paper money, certificatesl bills,and all the 

/
multifarious instruments of exchange would 
be insecure. . 

That the quantity of gold in reserve "may be. 
used to affect the price of commodities. 

That increased quantity of gold is likely to 
raise prices and that reversely its scarcity will 
lower prices. 

That great power over business and 'exchange 
rests in the hands of those who control these 
gold reserves. 

That the possession of this gold conveys the 
power to expand or contract credit. 

That in fact gold has some quality in 
relation to currency that is not possessed by 
other commodities. 

That gold and paper currency should maintain 
some sort of equilibrium in relation one to the 
other. 

These, then, seem to the writer to be the ideas 
prevalent amongst financial authorities. 

These also seem to the writer to be erroneous 
ideas. 
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I THE DIAGRAM 

To get nearer to the subject it is now necessary 
to set up another and a different" conception of 
the business of exchange. 

B A 
PAPERCURRENC'£ 

::::: ..•. :......... . ......... : .... : .. :.::: 
NOTES It' 81 us. :::.......... . ...... :: ::. 
CONTRACTS TO PAY. ' 
CHEQUES. 
BOOKCRED 
PROMISES TO PAY 
OF ALL SORTS 
WRmENBcVE~ 

MALL MONEY. 

CREDIT 

PUBLIC 
CONFIDENCE 

c 
ALL 

THINGS 
AND 

SERVICES 
that can be 

PURCHASED 
BY 

MONEY 

COMMODITIES 
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Having set out the diagram, whilst it appears 

right in principle it gives too much fixity to an 
idea which is essentially unfixed, moveable and 
almost nebulous. The reader is again asked to 
make allowance for this now and all through the 
succeeding chapters. 

At point A' there is a constant see-saw 
movement. Never still. The 'extent of this 
movemeJlt in normal times is usually small. 

The central standard on which. the organi-

I sation rests is :publiG confidence and nothing 
else-belief induced by practice-a sentiment 
only, very steady and continuous and seldom 
questioned. It is, of course, obvious that as 
Crises B falls and vice Ve1'sa, so on ~ways and 
indefinitely. The contents of the two scales 
B and C will be defined in the next two chapters. 
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CREDIT 

THE contents of B .. the credit siae of the balance, 
are now to be defined.< 

With the exception of countries where gold 
and other tokens are still. in daily use and with 
the' exception of the value. of the metal u$ed for 
small coins, silver, copper, nickel, etc., the credit 
side of'the balance 'has· no -intrinsic value. . . 
The cost· of printing and circulating the instru- ' 
ments of credit, whatever they may be, . 
is another exception. These exceptions ~re 
negligible in value when compared with the 
total of the credit represented; .. It may there
fore be said that B contains nothing of any 
'intrinsic value. 

Its contents are a credit, a promise, a belief, < 
a faith: What is this belief, this faith? 

It is that the instruments of credit, in what
ever form they"may take, can, at the 'will of the. 
holder, be exchanged' for commodities of intrinsic 
value such 'as he,requires. 

This belief is not generally disappointea. 
Normally this system of exchange works, and 
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works to the satisfaction of the holders of the 
instruments of credit. 

Now if it works in items and in detail, 
obviously then in items and in detail a balance 
or ,equipoise 'is set up between credit and 
comm~dities., They are exchangeable. 

Then it must be true that in the total 'of these 
credit items and details· there mu~t also be a I tendency to balance and to equipoise against 
the total in • the commodity scale, and on this '. ' a sound theory' can be constructed. 

A further referenc~ to these instruments of . . ' 

credit shows that t,hey consist of all coinage, 
pOunds' sterling," dollars, marks, francs, all 
coinages in' ~eneral use; bank notes,' treasury 
notes, bills ol,exchange, contracts t~ ,pay for . . 

services rendet;ef;l, or goods supplied,. com-
mercial chf;que~ created by the drawer of specific 
amounts over which the banker has.no control 
so long as they do not exceed the credit of .the 
individual; (the total amounts of cheques in 
comparison with pther instruments of exchange 
js very large. In England the annual clea~

an~es exceed £40,0~0,00o,ooo)' stock exchange 
cOII1mitments (only the, palances of Which 
are. represented by ~tt1ement cheques); 
every bona fide bid at an auction sale for 
the period it is alive and ,not killed by the 

I 
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next bid; all book credits or other similar 
obligations until they are discharged; in fact 
all forms of promises to pay_ written or 
verbal, that have behind them the surety of 
performance. 

These then are the contents of Scale B. 



V 

~OMMODITIES 

Now we will attempt to examine and define 
the contents of the. commodity side of the 
scale-Scale C. 

They are covered by this general definition : 

'

that t~y are all the services or goods that can 
be purchased by money. 

To illustrate this in detail a number of 
. instances will be quoted to show what are and 
what are not commodities :-

Air that we breathe is not a commodity but 
air supplied through ventilating shafts to deep 
mine workings underground or to divers under 
sea is a commodity. 

Rain is not a commodity but water supplied 
through pipes for household or other purposes 
is a commodity. When the pipes burst or the 
dams give way it ceases' to be a commodity 
and becomes a nuisance. 

Fire when it burns down forests, houses or 
buildings is not a commodity but t~e water that 
is used to extinguish this fire is a commodity, 
so also are the fire engines and apparatus used 
for the purpose. 

11 
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Fire used to warm houses or to generate steam 
in boilers. is a commodity. so is electricity in 
process of generation. distribution and use. but 
the latent immeasurable supply of electricity 
is not a commodity. Electricity has perhaps 
the· shortest life of any.commodity because 
at the moment it is produced it is consumed .. 

Copper. which conveys and distributes the 
electric fluid is a commodity with a very 
long life .. 
Mo~t metals when they are discovered. mined 

and collected. or in process of being discovered. 
mined or collected are commodities. but the 
metallic endless resources of undeveloped areas 
are not commodities. 

Wool and cotton when grown are commodities 
but by gradual wear and consumption they pass 
out of Scale C. 

Marketed fresh eggs. vegetables and fruit 
pass in and out of Scale C. rapidly. 

Wheat is a commodity sensitively subject 
to the economic law. Its ,floating cargoes are· 
guided magnetically by the operations of ex
change and their prows turn this way and that way 
in accordance with the value breezes that blow. 
This is true in a lesser extent of other grains. but 
it should be remembered that vast quantities of 
cereals. mealies. rice and seeds are consumed by 
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the grower and therefore are outside the economic 
law and thus do not come within Scale C. 

Sugar is a very universal commodity. It has 
been used as the material for all sorts of dodges 
and experiments to defeat the working of the 
economic law. All have failed but are tried 
again by anew generation who know not the law. 

Preserved foods, meats, dairy produce, wines, 
beers, drinks, during the progress of their 
growth or preparation, are within the law, but 
immediately they are eaten or consumed or rot 
they cease to be commodities. 

Paper, rubber, leather, are commo<li:ties, 
but a newspaper ceases to be a commodity 
(except as waste paper) immediately its contents 
are known or read. 

Coal in the getting, gas in the reservoir and 
explosives are commodities until they are burnt 
or exploded. 

Transportation through varying agencies, 
man bearers or coolies, man-drawn vehicles, 
'donkeys, mules, bullocks, horses, cycles, rail
wa~, ships, internal combustion engine 
vehicles and aeroplanes. Their services are all 
commodities increasing in sensitiveness to the 
economic law in the order named. 

Agricultural produce that is marketable is a 
commodity, but all that is consumed by the 
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producer and his household and all the immense 
weight of produce resulting from private gardens 
and allotment holdings, even though they be 
exchanged between the producers on the 
principle of barter, this for that, are not com
modities. 

The weight and importance of this produce is 
enormous and it is not subject to the economic 
law. 

Houses, buildings, and machinery as they 
come to be sold or are erected or made for sale, 
are COInmodities, but in as far as they are 
affected by their fixed location or their partic
ular convenience or traditional interest to the 
owner or occupier or user, so in these and in 
many other respects ther become more or less 
commodities. 

Jewellery and ornaments of all sorts, diamonds 
and precious stones are commodities except 
when they are held as heirlooms or as remem
brances and have a traditional or personal value 
to the owner, then for that period they are 
outside the economic law. 

The crown jewels of a royal family are not 
commodities, but if that royal family disappears 
the jewels come again within the scope of the 
economic law. 

The services of the doctor, the lawyer, the 
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registrar, etc., in as much as they are paid for by 
fees for definite services are commodities, but 
the advice and surgery that the doctor gives 
without fees to his hospital patients is not 
governed by the .economic law, nor is the 
personal interest that a profession3.J. man takes 
in his client and to whom he affords his help and 
support as an individual beyond the limits of 
his fees. 

The . paid services of Ministers of State and 
their entourage, Members of Parliament and 
other officials are commodities but the valuable 
public services unpaid or in excess of payment 
by councillors and men in high and lowly public 
positions are not commodities. Voluntary gifts 
as a whole, whether in money or goods are· not 
subject to the econoniic'Iaw. 

The future prospects of development of 
mines, lands, inventions, so far as they may 
have incurred valuable thought or labour, are 
commodities. 

The services of the whole of industry, ex
pressed in wages and salaries, are commodities, 
but the bit of wprk over the contract and the 
extra time or concentration given in, and that 
support to an undertaking which arises from a 
sense of loyalty, zest and interest beyond the 
mechanical performance of the task are not. 
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commodities and not subject to the economic 
law, but are of transcendant importance. 

The extra support. beyond the pay given by 
persons in a household for domestic work or the 
care and education of children, the services of the 
I}.eighbour who drops in to help in cases of .illness 
or domestic crisis, such services are of untold . 
value but are not controlled by the economic law. 

The whole process of human ~nception and 
generation, the care of offspring by the parents 
and later the care of the parents by the off
spring and all the attentions arising therefrom, 
immense and important as they are, do not come 
within the law directly. 

Pictures and statuary, the product· of great 
artists, only rarely become Commodities. . The 
reproductions of them in. all forms are com
modities. The enjoyment of them through 
public galleries, all photography and moving 
. pictures, all mecLa.nical representations are 
subject to the economic law. So is current 
literature. The work of the great masters of 
art and literature is outside the law. 

Crime, theft and embezzlement are not com
modities. Knowledge apd wisdom, the power 
to endure, human character. high personality, 
integrity and their effects are on the top of the 
economic law. 
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Examples can be multiplied indefinitely, 
but enough has. been said to show that only part 
of human efiort comes within the definition of 
commodities, and that a large realm of acti
vities still goes on and may go on, outside the 
sphere of the economic law. 
On~ article has not yet been included in the 

list-gold. As gold is used and required for 
domestic or manufacturing purposes, for 
.wedding rings, ornaments and adornments for 
dental or surgical purposes or as a means of 
transferring value from one place to another so 
it is a commodity. In so far as it is set aside 
for the supposed support of or control of a 
monetary system in the form of a fixed reserve 
against currency it is not a commodity and is 
outside the economic law altogether. 
If cannot be fitted into the credit side of the 

scale because it is not" available for the purpose, 
it cannot become a commodity because it cannot 
be exchanged for credit. For the purposes of 
exchange and the economic law ,it is non
existent for the period that it is held as a 'fixed 
reserve. 

A stock of over a thousand million sterling . 
value in gold is held by the banks, treasuries or 
financial authorities of the English-speaking 
peoples. 
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THE PRACTICAL PROOF 

THE emphatic conclusions of the last chapter 
call for careful scrutiny and practical proof.

The writer hopes to provide two proofs, one 
drawn from practice and the other equally 
convincing, drawn from the imagination. 

This chapter will deal with the practical 
proof. The figures about to be used are not 
actually correct but they are correct enough 
to provide the comparison that it is intended 
to be drawn from them. They are quoted in 
sterling, five dollars to the English pound. 

It will not perhaps be disputed that for 
comparative purposes the totals of cheque 
clearances (that is the value of cheques passing 
through bankers' clearinghouses) are some indica
tion of monetary activity and some gauge as to 
the comparative extent of exchange operations. 

The United States bank clearances amount 
approximately to one hundred billion pounds. 
(£100,000,000,000) in a year. Similar bank 
clearances in Great. Britain amount to say. 
forty billion pounds (£40.000,000,000) in a year 

-. 
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The writer is aware that these figures do not 
represent the whole of monetary activities in 
either country. There are all the transactions in 
both countries arising from the use of authorized 
currency and there are all the transactions in 
stocks and shares and commodities and of whicli . . 
transactions only the balances are cleared. by 
cheque. But these transactions would be 
common to both countries, so is the element of 
time and frequency of turnover. Being common 
to both countries, the whole of these are left out 
of the argument. 

The argument then deals only with the 
cheque clearances and their comparison to gold 
reserves. 

Now it is supposed to be necessary in Great 
Britain, to maintain the soundness of her 
monetary transactions, to hold a gold reserve of, 
say £150,000,000. 

U we accept bank clearances as an indication 
of monetary activity, we can say that an annual 
business of forty billions is carried on, with a 
gold reserve of one hundred and fifty millions 
and carried on with much success. Indeed, 
sterling stands high in the international money 
markets of the world. 

The question is this. 
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With these two figures in mind, what is the 
amount of gold reserve that is necessary to carry 
on the monetary activities of the United States, 
of America, whose bank clearances amount to, 
saY,one hundr~ billion sterling compared with 
the forty billions in Great Britain? The answer 
is :-not more than two and a 1!.alf times the gold 
reserve that is held in Great Britain. That is,· 
the United States needs on this computation, 
375 millions in gold to support her money and 
no more. 

But she has 900 millions. She therefore has 
525 millions in excess of what . is necessary 
according to the standard of successful operation 
of the monetary position in Great Britain. But 
if gold is really necessary for this purpose and in 
the proportions named for Great Britain, then 
surely an excess of gold by so large an amount in 
the United States must have some considerable 
influence on the position. But has it? It has 
not. Is it that this excess has beerr-handled 
with great s~ and ability? Why acquire the 
large increase and then neutralise its effect 
With skill and ability? 

If then this great excess has had no dis~urb
ing effect on the functions of money, ~hat would 
be the effect if the excess were a deficiency from 

. the supposed required standard of quantity? 
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Let us look at the problem. from the other 
angle. Let it be supposed that it is necessary 
to. work a monetary business of at least one 
hundred billions per annum, to hold in reserve 
the sumof goo millions in gold as is the case iIi the 
United S~ates. Then it can be argued that the 
sum of 150 millions is much too small a reserve 
to operate a monetary business of forty billions 
in Great Britain and in consequence faith in 
sterling would decrease. But during, the 
process of accumulation of excessive gold 
reserve in the United States, sterling as compared 
with dollars has mcreased up to a value above 
what is called parity. 

The only assumption to come to is th~t 

neither the goo millions gold in the United 
States, nor the 150 millions gold in Great Britain 
are really the foundations of currency in either 
country, and as support for such are neither 
necessary nor effective, and the conclusion must 
be drawn that since gold ceased to supply the 
need of currency in general use, reserves of gold 

~ have become redundant. . 
Would gold reserves serve a purpose in times 

of War? In such times they are the more tightly 
held by the holders a,nd more securely guarded. 
If released at all they might be used to buy 
the allegiance of wild peoples who still believe 
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that gold hoids some magical power within it, 
"that is if such peoples could be found. 

The conclusion then is that the holding of 
these gold reserves is a delusion and that they 

\
ha~e beco~e by pro.cess of th.e growth of ~redit 
entIrely dIsproportIonate to -the magnItude 
of the operations of the.economic law. 



VII 

THE TEST OF THE IMAGINATION 

IN this chapter the reader will be asked to draw 
on his imagination. 

It has been the writer's privilege to visit a. 
gold mine. Twenty people protected with 
overalls ~d caps are passed into a cage holding 
exactly the number in two. tiers, ten in each 
tier. At the sound of ·a whistle this cage 
rapidly descends with its breathless contents 
thousands of feet below the surface, and as the 
cage is lowered the pace decreases .and the 
passenger appreciates the fact that h~ is dangling 
at the end of a rope thousands of feet iii length~ 
Passing through uneven galleries men are seen 
drilling the face of the rock, the result of which 
is collected and sent in eight-ton ·skips to the 
surface. It is then stamped into powder and in 
solution passes over corduroy tables. ".(his 

1 

corduroy has the power of holding a large 
percentage of the gold which is thus collected. 
The remainder is treated with cyanide of 
potassium and further quantities of gold are 
obtained from it. 

The gold thus found is melted in crucibles and 
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poured into moulds and assumes the form of 
ingots, brick-shaped. \, 

This mining process has become a very 
scientific one. The labour employed is well 
treated and amply and scientifically fed and 
medically cared for. The proportions of illness 
and accident are small. Great managing ability 
is employed and outputs very large in value are· 
obtained. 

The gold ingots are passed from one country 
to another and a considerable quantity of it 
finally finds its way into the Treasury vaults in 
Washington. 

Restless human energy has hurled these 
minute particles-of gold from their age-long 
resting place 5,000 to 7,000 feet deep to the 
earth's surface, has sent them chasing across the 
world, has put them to sleep again in the strong 
vaults of the treasuries of the United States or 
other similar underground safe deposits. Man 
has employed his best energies, great courage 
and character in this work. Why? In this 
process of finding. mining, transmitting. and 
finally storing, has this mineral assumed some 
qualification that does not apply to other 
minerals or substances and if so at what point 
in its discovery and development has this 
unusual qualification become apparent? 
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1)le white man has induced and trained·· 
scores of ijlousands of native peoples to help 
him in his task but the product of it all lies again 
idle and at rest in the elaborate underground 
depositories which other men have carefully 
constructed. • 

Let us apply a simple test to the position 
drawn from the imagination. 

Suppose that there is in the possession of 
the central banks and treasuries of the United 
States as security for and in support of currency, 
a sum of gold specie or bullion, or both, valued 
at £940 million and suppose that £900 million 
of this is deposited in the innermost treasury 
vaults at Washington, the odd amount spread 
about in the tills of the banks in noticeable 
positions, say for window dressing purposes. 

Again suppose that on one Saturday night 
Nature, by some extraordinary freak: of silent 
earthquake, opened a cavity 5,000 to 7,000 feet 
deep immediately under this gold reserve of 
£900 million and swallowed it up completely, 
and irrevocably closed over it again. As it were 
the bottom of the vaults dropped out and the 
gold only disappeared unobserved. In fact, went 
back into the earth from which it had been taken 
with so much labour and energy. Suppose that 
this took place quite silently and the iron doors 

s 
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and protection of the safe deposits were un
'disturbed and no one-no one at all-knew of 
this occurrence. 

On Monday morning, when the offices, the 
banks, the exchanges opened for the day's 
business would there be the slightest alteration 
in the usual conduct of affairs? Would prices 
vary in consequence? 

Would Wall Street or Throgmorton Street or 
the Bourses of Europe show the least unusual 
:flutter or tremor in the conduct of their busi
ness? No! a hundred times No ! 

All the credit and currency business of the 
world would continue. exactly the same as if 
this gold was on the surface. Men would buy 
and sell. convert their holdings from one interest 
to another, carry on all the intricate operations 
of commerce and finance without the slightest 

I 
unusual check or hindrance. And this un
broken confidence would continue perhaps for 
years until somebody discovered that the gold 

. was gone and then there would be an upheaval. 
The news would be broadcast and published in 
the sensational newspapers of the world. 
"Remarkable disappearance of Gold Reserves." 

"Collapse of Money M~kets." 
"Panic on Exchange." 

Then what would be .likely to happen? 
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Treasury officials would probably call up the 
central banks and they would consult financiers 
of great reputation. Official consultations 
would be held and a manifesto or guarantee 
would be issued on their authority and the man 
in the "Street" would say, "Well, we have done 
without these reserves for so long, we can do 
without 'em altogether now." 

The newspaper headlines would soon read : 

"Rush to cover." 
"Money Markets improving." 

"Exchanges steady." 
"Confidence restored." 

Within days, perhaps within hours, newspaper 
paragraphs would appear :-

" Under influence of bankers' manifesto, the 
money markets resumed their usual appear
ance." "On with the dance! " 

But what is the inevitable and undeniable 
conclusion to be drawn. It is that the idea I that gold is necessary in any quantity to support 
currency is a delusion and that the whole ~eight 
of exchange consequent on the working of the 
economic law is built up on and supported by a 

I sentiment only and that sentiment is public 
confidence and nothing else. 

Public confidence has replaced gold. 
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In a. later chapter on Inflation the writer· 
hopes' to show on what this public confidence 
depends. 

Will the reader tum back to the diagram on 
page 12 and he will notice the supporting column 
is pyramid in shape with a broad base and a fine 
knife edge at the apex. This partly yisualises 
~he sentiment of public confidence in its support 
.of economic movements. 



VIII 

EQUIPOISE 

THE tenn credit is used as defined in Chapter IV. 
The idea of equilibrium between credit and 

commodities has become very clear and con
vincing to the writer, it may. however. not be so 
clear to the reader. It is therefore desirable to 
elaborate it further. 

It cannot be disputed that specific amounts of 
credit are exchangeab\e for commodities. If 
that be so in detail and in fact. is it not true al~o 
that the total sum of credits is exchangeable for 
and therefore equal in value to the total sum of 
commodities. This seems logical, but it is not 
entireJy correct in practice. But it is correct to 

~
say that they have a constantly varying relation
hip with a tendency to equal one another in 

total volume. 
The whole business of exchange is pne of 

flux. of change, of transition, and of movement. 
with a tendency to equilibrium. 

Any effort to stabilise or to, fix in definite 
, relationshiP is an effort to neutralise the benefit 
of the economic law. 

The function of the economic law is to adjust. 
'5 
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to guide, to keep in flow and transition and 
supply the commodities and services needed 
by the individual. 

An attempt was made to :fix the relationship 
of two articles only, gold and silver, through 
bimetallic legislation and of course it failed .. 

An examination of the contents of the credit 
scale reveals that with regard to bills of exchange, -
contracts to pay, cheques drawn, standing book 
credits. either with banks or merchants. and-all 
bona fide promises to pay, it is the business of the 
banker, the merchant, the financial house and 
the individual to see to it and to satisfy himself 

lthat the security is there and that the com
modities stand behind the credit. 

If in the end of the process the commodities 
are not behind the credits the consequent loss 
sustained falls upon the banker or the individual. 
This ensures his care and he thus becomes the 

/
guardian of the principle of equipoise between 
credit and commodities. 

Expansion and contraction of credit is largely 
individual and split up into myriads of trans
actions. Nobody specially di~tates a policy in 
respect to it. It is the result of contract and 
bargain by the contracting parties. It is 
influenced by political outlooks and by all the 
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sentimental winds that blow. Its volume, how
ever, is dictated by the volume of the uncon
sumed commodities produced. The producer of 
the unconsumed commodities therefore is the 
creator of the credit which is raised against them. 

The same rules of care and restriction that 
\ influence the banker and the individual should 
I apply to the ordinary hand to hand currency 
issued by the nation or by the authorisation 
of the nation. 

I t should never be issued except in exchange 
,for the unfettered control of intrinsic com

modities. Gold held in fixed reserve is not one 
of them. 

To establish further the idea of equipoise 
the reader must visualise a state of constant 
flow and return between commodities and credit. 
A never-ending, never complete interchange. 

Never complete because practical restrictions 
come into the problem. 

Certain simple examples will illustrate this. 
A child who has a shilling to spend roves 

up and down the street gazing at a thousand 
different articles in shop windows, anyone of 
them are his up to the amount of his credit, the 
purchase can be immediate and the consumption 
complete. 

£loo is not quite so easy to spend. 
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[10,000 is still less easy to spend, questions 
of choice, oJ ownership, of legal titles, of storage 
have to be considered. 

With [100,000 the difficulties still further 
increase. In fact, there are limitations to the 
power of a person or small group of persons to 
spend or take out of the commodity side of the 
scale large amounts at once. 

They can only take what they have the power 
of consuming. Even with 'a determination to 
destroy articles of value, the effort, if con
tinned, becomes laborious and a sort of average 
consumption is the. result although large 
amounts of credit may be assessed to the 
individual or in other words he may be very 
rich. 

What actually happens in the case of large 
personal expenditure is that a considerable 
proportion of the amount is only transferred' 
and flows back again in the credit side of the 
scale under anot~er ownership. In the case of 
large, lavish and foolish expenditure, a pro':' 
portion of it falls into the hands of other people, 
as highly paid servants or officials, persons who 
make large profits on transactions, sales and 
contracts, who are less foolish and more saving 
than the previous owner' and whose savings or 
unexpended receipts :find their way back into 
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the credit side of the scale. Equilibrium is only 
slightly disturbed and the extent to which it is 
disturbed is the actual consumption or des
truction of commodities. 

Inborn in the minds of many men is the wish 
to save, to consume less than they have the right 
to consume, according to the certificates of 
credit that they may possess. 

Still further there are men who expend 
foresight, energy and invention in designing 
machines and in creating organisations that 
will produce commodities largely in eXGess of 
their personal needs. They thus become rich 
and sometimes very rich. 

The sum total of such efforts, by weighing 
down the commodity side of the scale, not 
only replaces the wastage of consumption but 
forms a balance upon which fresh credits can be 
raised and so confers benefits on all those 
affected by the operations of the economic law. 



IX 

INFLATION 

OF all the subtle, cruel crimes that man can 

I 
devise against his fellows, one of the worst is the 
crime of inflating the public currency. 

The authority that commits this crime is 
uttering a lie, "a double distilled lie," a lie 
multiplied a millionfold and more. 

A working man, after his week's work is over, 
accepts as his reward certain slips of pap,eT 
which he believes (whether it is so' printed oli or 
not) represents the right to buy the things that 
he needs for his subsistence and the subsistence 
of his family. He believes that ,with these 
slips of paper he can pay his rent, give so much 
to his wife for bread,' m~t, groceries and some
thing for the children's clothes and deal wjth the 
balance as he thinks fit. The authorities who 
print and circulate these slips of paper know and 
always have known that the receiver accepts 
them in the belief that he can exchange them 
for the commodities he now requires or may 
require hereafter, up to the value stated thereon. 
Everyone in a modem country believes that. 
Every time those slips of paper pas~ from one 

41 
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Four diagrams representing the process of inflating the public 
currency. Fig. I represents normal conditions and Fig. 4 
complete collapse of the economic condition. Gold in fixed 
reserve, which is said to be the basis and support of currency, 
remains unchanged and helpless in face of the attack of 

inflation. 
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Person to another it is a further confirmation 
by the parties. by the giver and the receiver. 
that they certify the right of the holder to receive 
commodities up to the value stated thereon. 

If they are not exchangeable for the expected 
commodities and the holder asks the issuing 
authority the reason why? Is it any ex
planation for the authority to say. " Oh. we have 
only a little bread or meat. not enough to go 
round. but if you save up enough certificates 
you can have a gold ingot some day. or at least 
you can't have a gold ingot but we have got one, 
in our safe keeping. quite a nice bright gold
ingot. which we will keep very carefully for you, 
although it's not the slightest use your I!ver 
expecting to receive it because by law we have 
to· keep it in a fixed reserve." 

Will the reader now study the group of four 
diagrams which represent the writer's view of 
the process of inflation as it affects the economic 
equilibrium. 

It will be noticed that when deliberate inflation 
is sanctioned and allowed. gold in reserve Cl:S a 
basis does not prevent its disasters. neither does 

. it correct them. The gold. in fact. remains 
unaltered when other things are in chaos. 

The act of feeding into the circulating medium 
spurious certificates soon has the effect of 
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lowering the credit side of the scale. It not only 
lowers the spurious certificates themselves but it 

)

aISO drags down therewith equally the value of 
all instruments of sound credit and all the healthy 
institutions erected thereon. 

The commodity side of the scale rises as the 
credit side falls and concomitantly in the inverse 
ratio acts and reacts thereWith in violent efforts 
to regain an equilibrium. 

If, however, the inflation be continued; 
finally the whole organization gives way, it I 

collapses, public confidence is totally withdrawn, 
and there only remains chaos unspeakable. 

What are the conditions of thi~ chaos? 
They are terrible. 
Men who have worked with the laudable 

object of providing for themselves and their 
dependents, .find that they have been tricked, 
been fooled, been defrauded. 

They see on one side of the street warehouses, 
stores, bulging with supplies and the necessities 
of life, whilst oil the other side of the street 
their own children are starving. There is no 
remedy but force, but force is no remedy. 

Inflation has arrested distribution. 
Processions of hungry people march hither 

and thither without aim or order, controlled only 
by machine guns. . 
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Men with money that won't buy become hope-
. less and demented and the most violent criminals 

are the leaders of the mob, whilst old ladies,' 
hitherto sparsely provided for, starVe silently 
in their single rooms without knowing the reason 
why. The crime of it' The pity of it ! 

The nervous system of the economic organi
sation has been villainously and deliberately 
undermined. 

This is an evil that need not occur. it is not 
necessary. It is not an "act of God." It can 
be avoided. 

It is sometimes attributed to the speculator 
/ 

in curr~ncy, but the speculator has not the power 
of upsetting the equipoise unless the movement is 
initiated by those in authority. 

f 
The speculator takes advantage of the evil 

that has already been done. 
Of all the great responsibilities that devolve 

upon governments, one of the greatest is that 
Ij they should see to it that against every public 

instrument of promise to pay there shall be 
equal and far more than equal value of com
modities or their equivalent to meet the promi~e 
when it is presented. 

But the mind of man is resourceful and 'ouiof 
this welter of trouble he looks up and begins 
again to reconstruct. He turns to other leaders 
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either constitutionally or violently by revo" 
lution, he resorts again to barter~ this for that, 
my work for your. food. He establishes 
numerous small exchanges based on individual 
responsibility, he uses the .established currency 
of other more favoured countries. 

Perhaps by frequent changes of leadership he 
at last throws up some personality in whom· he 
can put his trust. The small exchanges begin' 
for convenience to group themselves together 
again and by degrees the column of public 
confidence is re-erected and the economic law 
re-~sserts itself 'and -the principle of equipoise 
between credit and commodities comes to his 
help. 

Once more commodities move with facility 
from where they are, to where they are wanted. 



A 

X 

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE 

HITHERTO the writer has dealt with the economic 
law in the abstract but for the purpose of iIIus...; 
trating its working in,termi.tionally, the reader 
must be asked to compress the abstract idea 
into its national limitations. 

Fig. I. 

B c 

Fig. 2. 

~ 

I \ 

o 

Normal conditions with 
exchange at parity. 

When credits exceed, , 
commodities . . 

These figures are intended to represent the 
workings of exchange in two different countries. 

In figure I exchange may be called normal, 
and in equilibrium or parity. 

In figure 2 equipoise has been disturbed and 
credit is lower at C. 
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As described in the last chapter inflation is a 
.cause of disturbance of equilibrium but there are 
other. causes Which it is not now proposed to 
enqUire into. 

It is desired to exchange commodities in B for 
commodities in Dand,or, vice versa butthe valua
tions of these different commodities are assessed 
to the credits in A and C the denominators in . 
each are not at the same parity value. An 
adjustment therefore is now necessary. Tlie 
credit in A calls for a larger quantity of the 
credit in C, that is to say an extra quantity 
sufficient to bring it up to the level of normal 
parity, before it consents to exchange. 

On the .exchange of the credits the required 
exchange of the commodities follows auto
matically. 

Extend . this single example of exchange to 
all nations that wish to exchange with one another 
and the bulk quantities of the commodities that 
are to be so exchanged, cancel off the credits 
one against the other at the varying rates of 
exchange. transfer the balances in tax-free 
convenient commodities and there is the 
underlying principle of international exchange. 

The example above is where a slight variation 
only in credit values exists. 
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The example below is where a large difference 
in valu~ of credit exists due to inflation or 
catastrophe, etc. 

Fig. 4. 
, .. - ...... " . . . . 

H 

G 

Violent fall in a national exchange. 

Whilst in figure I it will be seen that the 
connecting bar between credit and commodities 
is rigid and straight, ~hat is where only slow 
variations take place. In figure 4 it will be 
noticed that this connecting bar becomes badly 
bent and strained. 

The reason for this is that commodities cannot 
all of them respond at once to the new values 
occasioned by the violent action and reaction 
of credit. 
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With credit suadenly and violently depressed 
the corresponding position for commodities 
would be that as indicated by the dotted line. 
Some commodities like wheat, coal, iron, 

. -articles of world-wide commerce-respond 
quickly. Commodities that apply more especially 
to the internal use of a nation, manufactures and 
services occurring within the nation,.move more 
slowly, and cannot instantly respond and adjust 
themselves to the changes in credit. 

I 
This gives the speculator his chance, and estab

lishes all the varying anomalies that arise in 
periods of violent fluctuations. 



XI 

THE PARASITIC GROWTH. 

The writer who has referred to the idea of 
flow and return between credit and commodities 
might well be asked how this flow. and return is 
maintained and what is the process of it. 

The diagram almost answers the question. 
It is the function of the banks to facilitate 

the flow of credit and in the constant changes 
of proprietorship to keep account thereof, so 
far as its operations apply to banking business. 

Are banks responsible for the whole of the 

I 
movements of credit? Certainly not. Credit 
is influenced, retarded and facilitated by almost 
all commercial contracts and by an infinity of 
individual undertakings as well as by the use of 
public currency. 

Credit is not originated by the banks, it is 
only partially directed by them. 

Accountancy so far as it relates to money 
values is devoted to the same purpose. As it 
were, it catches the passing credit, adds to it or 
divides, relabels and sends it on its way again to 
the credit side of the scale. 

The speculator is an observer. 
51 
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He watches the movements and operation 
of the economic law and labels and relabels and 
labels again and again the credit over which he 

CREDIT 

................. -... -....... -

PUBUC 

has partial control. He is guided by what he 
sees, by what he hears, and by what he divines, 
but he is not always rightly guided for all that. 
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He has a regulating and sometimes a useful 
function to perform. 

The tax gatherer also spreads the net of his 
cunning devices at point A and consumes or 
relabels the credit he catches according to law. 
Sometimes he raises . artificially the value of 
certain commodities or services to the great 
applause of those he benefits. He forgets that 
by so much as he raises. the commodity side 
of the scale or dips his hand into its contents 

. for the expenses of his operations,. by just so 
much he lowers the credit side of the scale and 
the unseeing, uncomplaining and unbenefited 
portion of the community have to work the 
harder to restore the inexorable equipoise. 

He forgets also that the greatest service he 
can render after providing for safety and order, 
justice and education and some public services 
is to loose his grip on the media of exchange 
circulation . 

. Many of th~se monetaryin~titutions with their 
ornate and pretentious buildings are in danger 
of becoming parasitic and may' overbalance or 
retard the free and easy working of the law. 



XII 

COMMODITIES AGAIN 

THE writer now desires to direct the reader's 
attention once more to the subject of com
modities. 

In Chapter V it has been shown at length that 
they consist of services and goods that can be 
purchased by money. An attempt has been 
made to define them and to show· their limi
tations and their relative importanqe to other 
human impulses and motives. The economic 
law which is built up on these commodities 
is likewis~ thus defined, limit~d and put in its 
relative importance to other human instincts. 

Now, so much depeI,lds on the accurate 
conception of commodities that it is worth while 
to try and still further define them. 

The term service and goods implies that 
material is considered to form part· of their 
value, but on fuller consideration it will be 
found' that material of all sorts is negligible in 
value and only assumes value as it becomes the 
repository of, or vehicle for, the work labour and 
effort of men and animals and the mental 
energies of man. 

54 
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The continent of North America was of little 
economic value until Columbus disCovered it, 
and its enormous resources only assumed value 
as men spent their labour upon them. 

The same is true of Central Mrica and origin
ally tine of all parts of ~e world. 

We can therefore in our effort to follow the 
working of the economic law rule out of the 
account any idea of material as such. 

This enables us to say that the contents of the 
commodity side of the scale consist of the mental 
and physical efforts of mankind and the work of 
animals. 

For convenience of expression the writer 
proposes to combine the foregoing definition 
into the one word" labour." 

Now we have a clearer view of the whole 
matter. The focus is better. The details stand 
out more sharply. It is stereoscopic. New 
views come into the line of vision and new 
comparisons can be made. The problem can 
be freshly stated. 

The whole of credit is raised against ltWour ; 
labour performed in the past or to be performed 
in the future. 

An equipoise is established between credit 
and labour. 

The whole business that is carried on in the 
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offices, buildings and the solid edifices of the 
banks and all the multifarious places where 
mone~ary accounts are kept, is for the purpose 
of assessing the right of one individual or group 
of individuals to direct the labour of another 

,individual or group of individuals so far as 
that labour comes Within the working of the 
economic law. 

Now we see that the whole subject must have a 
close relationship with the matter of population. 

The, reader's mind will probably at this 
point run on and say, " Yes, but surely, if the 
problem is so simple cannot the machinery 
be simplified? Is it necessary to have all 
this 'complication of stocks and shares and 
all the speCUlation therein and all the other 
complicated monetary arrangements, to which 
so much thought, time, litigation and exceptional 
intelligence is devoted?" The writer's answer 
to this is, Yes, the opportunities for simplification 
seem unlimited. The combinations of capital 
now in process is one of them. Another 

I suggested instalment to this simplification is the 
abolition of the fixed gold reserves. 

A stock of over a thousand million sterling 
value in gold is held by the banks, treasuries or 
financial authorities of the English-speaking 
peoples. 



XIII 

EXCHANGE OF LABOUR 

HAVING now reduced the problem to its simpler 
form, let us apply the idea to international 
exchange and obviously it resolves itself into 
ways and mean~ by which the labour of orie 
country can be exchanged for the labour of 
another country. 

In the previous chapter it was said that material 
only assumes value as it becomes the repository 
of, or vehicle for the labour of men, etc. 

International excp.ange therefore can take 
place in three ways. 

First there is the transfer of credit in the 

I form of money or certificates of labour. 
Secondly, in the form of commodities or material 
on which labour has been impressed. Thirdly, 
by the transfer of the labourer or worker himself . 
by immigration. 

The first of these is rapid.in its movements, . 
the last is deliberate and only moves- ~nder 

difficulties. 
Credit moves quickly but the labourer moves 

slowly. 
National prejudices and legislative restrictions 

,$7 
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retard the movement of the labourer. Distance, 
the cost of travel, the uprooting of old asso
ciations, difference of language and traditions, 
and many other causes check the movement of the 
labourer. 

But credit, which the legislator fails to harness 
or restrict,. flies about the world with almost, 

I 
wireless rapidity, th, at . is, provided there, are· 
money exchanges to which it can fly. This 
movement in relation to values might be likened 
to receiving and broadcasting stations as to 
sound. 

By the nature of things, credit endeavours 
to present itself for exchange where labour is 
relatively cheap. It is guided by rates of 
interest. . 

Credit sets up an impulse towards inter
national exchange and thus promotes a process 
of levelling or equipoise between countries and 
accomplishes a similar result to that achieved 
by immigration. 

The writer places great importance on the 
recognition of this principle and asks the reader 
to mark it well as he will refer again to it later 
on. 

Let us repeat it in other words. 
A country that has raised itself by industry to 

a high state of development and acquires by 
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the operations of the economic law large 
. reserves of credit seeks to employ those reserves 

of credit or portions of them in countries where 
a less high standard of development has been 
attained, and thus a movement towards equi
poise between countries is set up. 

A highly developed country spreads its 
inventions and their results with surprising 
rapidity to other countries. It sends its emiss
aries to other countries to discover their resources 
and possibilities and finances thereon. 

Official loans are raised by the less developed 
coun tries in the markets of the highly developed 
countries and in numerous ways the process of 
equipoise can be seen to be at work. 

Many examples of this principle could be 
stated. 



XIV 

BEGINNINGS 

IT is sometimes easier to comprehend a general 
movement by observing the beginnings of it. 

Is it not the case that when on the open ocean 
one has little opportunity of seeing the working 
of the tides and the effect of the waves upon 
the shore? It is only when standing on the 
c~ast that it becomes apparent that each wave 
seems possessed with an individuality and that 
no wave exactly repeats the action of the 
previous one, and also that· each tide differs 
from its predecessor and even over a long period 
of time its continued effect differs. On one 
coast it is washing away the 'and and on 
another coast it is building it up. 

But differing as they do, one can recognise 
over all certain fixed principles. 

Wave will follow wave and tides will rise and 
fall and the sand and the shingle and the rocks 
will be washed and the balance of the world will 
.beheld true thereby. 

In a less permanent degree the same idea is 
observable in the working of the economic 
law and as it progresses the balance of world 
values will be more or less truly held. 

60 



XV 

EXAMPLES 

IT is now intended to cite some examples 
illustrative of the working of exchange in its 
earlier and initial stages. 

The merchants of Gaul opened up trade 
and exchange with the people of Britain long 
before the conquest of the country by Julius 
Ccesar, and the Romans, as they developed their 
empire, required tribute or the price oflabour. At 
a nearer period, William Penn to great advantage, 
opened up exchange with the Indians, who 
signed their treaties with a drawing of a tortoise. 
Commodore Perry forced open the door of Japan 
to trade at Nagasaki. The Hugenots in their 
flight froni France, took with them their trades 
and industries and replanted them in other 
lands. In none of these instances was the idea 
of trade wholly new, but the spread of credit 
and its facilities has developed out of the~. 

When Japan entered· into her treaty with 
Commodore Perry in· the days of her feudalism, 
her capital was a great and populous city: 
But how unlike the modem cities with which· 
we are generally familiar: It spread over 

• 6. 
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a wide area. The artificers and merchants 
carried on th~ir trades largely in the open 
streets and there was no apparent need to con
centrate the public offices and marts in one 
central position. 

The effect of the introduction of occidentalism 
was to erect large public buildings, to' establish 
central railway stations and banks, open ':up 
wide avenues and streets and introduce modem 
conveyances. 

Posts, telegraphs and telephones were founded 
and all the other institutions that are to be seen 
in capital cities were incorporated in a central 
part. 

This was caused by the influence of the eco
nomic law, the central machinery of which seeks 
t~ group itself round the point· A in our much 
used diagram. 

Tokio now has a ring of generating stations 
with an aggregate installed capacity of 652,000 
kw. of which ~pproximately 75 % is hydro-electric 
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and serves nearly I9,ooo route miles of trans
. mission and distribution lines .. 

Another instance of a diflerent character came 
Under the observation of the writer in a Japanese 
city of the widespread sort that :flourished under 
feudalism. When the change came: a cotton 
mill was started with credit, machinery and 

. direction from Great Britain. 
Its immediate local effect was to provide 

increased employment and to pay for this 
labour a sum in excess of the price of labour 
for other existing occupations. 

Soon another cotton mill was erected and 
this had the effect of still further increasing 
the rates of pay for labour. 

These two mills were financially successful and 
paid a good interest on the credits empl~yed. 

Soon a third mill was erected, which competed 
for the labour of the other two mills and a further 
rise in the rates of labour was established. 

The diflerence between the original price of 
labour in that city and the price established after 
the third mill had been erected, created a. new 
market, and the supply of that new market 
itself became a new or increased industry. 

The process,very slow at first, has gone on 
throughout Japan and thus new standards of 
wages have been brought about, new demands 

• 
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have arisen, and new markets for its supply 
have developed. There has been a tendency 
for the rates of pay for labour to come nearer 
to the ,level of the rates of pay in other 
more developed countries. 

Credit therefore in seeking a cheap labour 
market, has had the effect of bringing about 
a tendency to equalise the value of labour 
between the countries concerned. 

This principle will be used in future chapters. 
The recognition of it is very important. May 
it be stated still again in another way. 

In highly developed countries excesses of 
credit arise. The owners of this excess' for the 
purposes of their own profit, seek, out less 
developed countries where the rate of pay for 
labour is lower and employ their credits therein. 

The effect of this is to raise the rates of pay 
for labour where credit is thus employed and to 
create ancillary markets. 

By this means a movement towards equipoise 
in the rates of pay for labour is set up between 
various countries. 

In its .beginnings this is special and ex,:, 
ceptionalbut in course of time the movement 
becomes general and applies to commodities and 
credits as a whole. 



XVI 

CREEPING OVER AFRICA 

So important is the principle arrived at in the 
last chapter that the writer desires to test it 
from observation of quite another part' of the 
world and under quite other condiitiom~. 

Will the reader try to visualise the conditio:qs 
of economic exchange amongst the Matabele in 
Central Africa just after the death of their chief, 
Lobengula. 

Their tribal life was the ~esu1t of many 
generations of experience, and like feudalism, 
had run on for centuries. Their choice of' 
commodities w~ extremely small and they had 
hardly any access to outside markets. The man 
in consequence secu'red barely enough for his 
family's subsistence but exchanged his daughters 
to the young men as wives at the price of cattle, 
a useful form of walking money under the 
conditions. The Matabele chiefs resented the 
interference of the white man with his commerce 
and t.rade, and a lasting feud arose which. 
looked 'like continuing, when Cecil John Rhodes 
came on ~he scene. At this time two European 
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countries were pressing the Matabele for conces
sions which would have checkmated Mr. Rhodes' 
schemes for development towards the North. 
Something must be d()ne to bring matters to 
a conclusion and Rhodes decided to direct his 
courage and his personality to the· task. By 
arrangement he met the Matabele chiefs un
armed in the heart of the lonely Matopos. 
As he approached them five hundred armed 
warriors came from behind the granite boulders 
where they were concealed and thre~tened his 
life and person. 

His three unannedcompanions urged flight 
but Rhodes immediately left his horse and pro
ceeded on foot into the midst of this menacing 
crowd. Single-handed, he soundly rated them 
for their deception and refused· to parlei with 
them until they had laid down their arms. 

This they ultimately did and mutual terms of 
settlement were arranged. 

The armed braves, delighted with his courage, 
called him "U-Rhodes, the great Chief, our 
Father," ~d undertook to follow his leadership, 
and as a reward he gave them saIt and tobacco. 
Thus an exchange was accomplished, thejr 
allegiance was given for his commodities and the 
economic law began its inevitable course over 
440,000 square miles of territory, which like 
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Pennsylvania, has been stamped with the name 
of its courageous founder. 

To-day as the traveller goes luxuriously from 
the Zambesi to Cape Town, he can watch the 
operations of the law. The black population, 
unclothed at first, assume a shirt or a skirt or a 
hat or an adornment and then more and more 
possessions are in evidence, until they may be 
seen living in brick houses, working in. mines, 
riding in railways and motor cars and using 
currency and exchange. 

In their tribal state there was little room for 
these new forces that are now moving them, but 
the effect of the law is inexorable and even on 
material that at first is the most unresponsive 
it finally has its will and to attempt to check it 
in the end is unavailing. 

Thus did Penn, Perry and Rhodes and many 
thousands of other case-h~rdened pioneers 
open the way to economic forces, of the results 
of which they had not the· slightest conception. 



XVII 

CONJECTURE 

WHILST the writer hopes that in preceding 
chapters he has sketched conclusions that are 
sound and defensible, he now professes to start 
on a more adventurous journey and asks the 
reader to set sail with him on a sea of conjecture 
and to cross an e~onomic ocean which he thinks 
as yet is uncharted and unplunibed but not 
unknown. It will be the writer's endeavour to 
set some measure to these·depths and to find an 
implement suited to the task. He asks to be 
allowed to use any symbolic means and com
parisons that may direct the reader's attention 
to the harbour of conclusions that he hopes to 
reach. 

If, however, the reader is unconvinced by the 
proceeding pages and looks on the results as 
" tosh II and the meanderings of an impudent 
fellow who ought to leave such matfers to the 
recognised experts in finaJ?ce, then he is advised 
to close this book ~th a bang and toss its 
remaining chapters into the waste paper basket, 
or better still, consign them to the ever hungry 
flames. 
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But if he chooses to sign on for the voyage, 
let a feeling of sympathy and confidence prevail, 
let a loose rein be given to the writer, let the 
eyes be turned upward and outward in expec
tation and not downward in criticism. 

Thereisnointention to be exactingly accurate in U 
either the facts or the figures that will be quoted. , 
Theyare generally for comparative purposes only. 

But the WJ;iter must insist on taking with him 
as a guide the symbol of the scale and that this 
shall be the compass 'and the principle of 
equipoise be an instniment of measure with which 
he hopes to take soundings into the infinite 
possibilities of the human inind. 

Hitherto the argument has mainly been 
relative to value in the abstract but now also 
the idea of volume must be introduced. 

In the problem that is to be developed, the 
ordinary use of figures, piling up billions on 
billions, would not suffice to give the idea it is 
intended to convey. Dollars, sterling, francs, 
marks, and all such denominations fail to provide 
a measure of value suited to the occasion. 

The unit of value that it is proposed toa.dopt 
is the whole ,of the commercial and industrial 
and of course financial activities of the United 
States of America as they were carried on about 
the year 1927. This is the unit. 
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The fact that the :first four letters of our 
proposed measure of value spells UNIT is co
incident and not intentional. 

It is intended that the unit shall mainly 
include those activities described as commodities 

,in Chapter V. together with the consequent 
credit that they can produce. 



IN 1927 : 

XVIII 

THE UNIT 

The United States of America had 'a quarter 
of a million miles of railroad. 

It had 118,628,000 people and increases the 
population by Ii millions a year. 

It produced 832 million bushels of wheat, 
2,645 million bushels of com, 1,323 million 

• pounds of tobacco and 18 million bales of 
cotton. 

It has eleven thousand millionaires. 
Its coal, oil, timber and, minerals are immense 

in quantity. 
It has 22 million automobiles. 
Its tourists spend 456 million dollars abroad. 
It has nearly three million nriles of roads. 
The greatest ships in the world sail to and ffom 

its shores. 
It has the tallest buildings and one of them 

will accommodate as many persons as a small 
town. 

It has quadrupled its population in sev~nty
five years. 

Its people are well fed, well educated and well 
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. behaved, generous and 'kind. It is a grand 
country. 

It has a long coast line on the Atlantic ocean 
. and on the Pacific ocean. 

It has not the largest population in the world· 
but its wealth and activity per ~pita exceeds 
that of any other country. 

Its· people have a very intelligent appre
ciation of value and they answer with eagerness 
to the movements and requirements of the 
economic law. 

It is said that the increased output per person 
from the year 1919 to the year 1926 was 40 per 
cent. This is due to labour-saving machinery 
and devices and the elimination of waste. 

Year by year an increasing growth of mechan
ical economies is unfolding itself. It is particu
larly resourceful in meeting and overcoming 
calamities. 

With regard to the Mississippi floods it is 
reported that ." 700,00Q persons had been 
removed from their homes to safety and cared 
for. Eighty concentration camps, extending 
for a thousand miles, had been prepared, some 
of the camps accommodating 20,000 people. 
Altogether. over 340,000 individuals had been 
sheltered in these camps and more than 250,000 

had been given rations outside the camps. 
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"Scores of thousands ,of these folk have. 
been re-dothed, sanitation, and health have 
been safeguarded, hundreds of thousands of 
them have been vaccinated, and hundreds of 
thousands more h""ve been inoculated for 
typhoid. Outbreaks of contagious disease 
have been stamped out. Ills of which this mass 
of peopl~ would have been ignorant have'been 
attended to by camp physicians. They have 
been given instruction in hygiene and in personal 
health. . It is unhesitatingly stated that these 
people will be returned to their' homes more 
sound in body and i~ mind than when they 
came." 

This country has attracted millions of people 
from ,pther lands,. impressed its democratic 
stamp upon them and offered them new hope 
and new scope. 

Its activities have been specially noticeable 
on its Western sea board, large cities have arisen 
and developed rapidly ,and iIi some senses have. 
taken the lead in modem development. 

It would seem as if the Westward rush had 
met a check on the shore~ of the Pacific ocean, 
and this had intensified its growth. 

In this country of rapid development the 
accumulations of credit are beginning. to look 
elsewhere, seriously, for their deployment. 
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This country, then, with all its multifarious 
inventions, ambitions, organisations and desires 
is the unit of value that it is proposed to use. 

Com:puted partly on population, partly on 
bank ,clearances and partly on the output per 
persQI}.; it might be; said to be three times as 
latge-.iSGreat Britam. 

I tis not to be expected that the rate of 
increase of popul~tionwill be maintained 
unchecked, as the figures'have been swollen by 
immigration, but it is reasonable to estimate 
that it will be at least double its present 
number in 65-75 years' time and that, there 
will be an appropriate increase in all its conse
quent operations. 

There will then be found to be one additional 
~it, making two units together. 



XIX 

THE. ORIENT 

ON the other side of the Pacific Ocean 'is the 
Orient: Japan, China,Korea, Manp~ri<}., 
Mongolia, Formosa. The writer, when speaking 
of these six countries as a whole, will call them 
"the Orient." 

What is there between the Orient and the 
United States? The Pacific Ocean, a wonder
ful water-way. Thousands of the largest 
vessels coul<;l easily connect the two and could 
be increased quickly and indefinitely. 

The combined population-of the Orient is 
approximately four times that of the United,. 
States, but the total values of its earnings are 
much less. 

Japan after the treaty with Commodore' 
Perry about 1854 and the operiingofher country 
to foreign trade and influence, has increased 
her wealth, her industry and her 'prestige. Her 
population has nearly doubled in the last forty 
years. 

Manchuria has increased since the intro
duction of the economic law in the form of the 
trans~Manchurian railway. The increase in her 
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population from 15 millions in 1915 to 22 millions 
in 1924 is nearly 50 per cent. in ten years, partly' 
due to immigration. 

Korea and Formosa with Japanese credit 
and administration pouring into them increased 
rapidly. 

What about China? Poor China! Great 
China! 

How much she has suffered in the past. 
How much she still suffers. 
But what a future. It is this future that the 

writer dares to forecast and. to measure. 
The writer has seen in a narrow crowded street 

of a native city, a white man cracking his riding 
whip across the bare hack of an overloaded 
coolie because he did not move his burden 

.• q1!i~~y .. :~~ remembered, after years, the 
look on the face of that coolie of intense 
hatred and resistance to white interference and 
brutality. The writer has also refused the 
invitation to witness the beheading of a prisoner 
provided as an afternoon pastime. 

China, that revered the scholar and loved 
wisdom and fine feeling and knew how to 
express it when Europe was barbarous and the 
United States unknown. 

China, who knew the use of paper money in 
the fourteenth century, A.D., and called it 
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"flying money," "'convenient money" and 
"evidence notes." Ming notes printed on 
mulberry bark paper, promised" death to the 
counterfeiter," and doubtless would have. made 
the same promise to the inflationist. 

But this is sentiment and the writer apolo
gises for the outbreak and returns to withiIf the 
tether of the eConomic law, itself based on 
sentiment. 

Some guidance may be sought from the past, 
so the next ,?hapter will be on the population of 
China, for many facts and figures concerning 
which the writer wishes to express his in
debtedness to Mr. William Woodville Rockhill's 
report, published in 1905. 



XX 

CHINA'S POPULATION 

CHINA'S population .has been held in check by 
drought and consequent famine, by internal 
wars and. rebellions, by floods, by female infan
ticide and infant mortality, by pestilence, 
plague and cholera, by absence of sanitation and 
the ignorance of hygiene, by the use of super
stitious remedies instead of. practical medical 
knowledge and by the absence of surgical 
practice. Contagious diseases of all sorts have 
been allowed to I1Il1 their course. 

In l76l her population was said to be 190 
millions, in l812 360 millions, in l842 413 

. millions, in l882· 38l millions and now it is 
estiinated at 400 millions. 

Between l743 and l783 it is recorded that 
there were no exceptional calamities, such ·as 
famine, flood, plague, cholera, or war, but 
infant mortality, bad sanitation, no hygiene, 
no practical medical knowledge, or surgical 
practice and ordinary contagious diseases were 
all running their course. During this period of 
forty years the average annual increase was said _ 
to be l.83 per cent. . 

Figures are given for losses in the latter half 
,8 
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of the nineteenth century of over forty-seven 
millions, arising definitely from famine, rebellion 
and flood. 

In 1854-1864 the T~ai-P'ing rebellion is said to 
have resulted in a loss of over 20 million lives. 
This was .about equivalent to the total popu
lation of Great Britain at that time. 

In 1849 13t millions died of famine. 
In 1878 91 millions from the same cause. 
The flooding of the Yellow river in 1888 cost 

two million lives. 
In 1898 another flood of "China's sorrow" 

covered two hundred square miles with a deposit 
of salt and sand from two to ten feet deep. 

The following three sentences are from Mr. 
Rockhill's report: 

"Father Amiot, writing from Peking, May 
20th, 1786, tells of ,a terrible drought which for 
the three past years had visited the provinces 
of Kiang-nan, Ho-nan, and Shan-tung. The 
people in vast numbers sought to reach other 
provinces, but thousands upon thousands died on 
the roads and their corpses were devoured by 
the survivors. 

"As regards the extraordinary loss of life 
attending military operations in China, Du Halde 
states that in 1635 the Chinese, to defend the city 
of K'ai-feng Fu in Ho-nan against the rebels, cut 

o 
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the Yellow ·River dikes. The whole city was 
submerged and 300,000 persons lost their lives. 

"The history of Ch'ang Hsien-chung, told by 
Du Halde, by Father diOrelans, by Father 
de Mailla, and others, is an example of what 
has frequently occurred in China during its 
long history. In. the disturbed period which 
followed the overthrow of the Ming dynasty 
this person overran with his troops the pro
vinces of Ho-nan, Kiang~nan, Kiang-hsi, and· 
Ssu-ch'uan. It is said that for the slightest 
offence not only was the offender himself put to 
death, but the same punishment was visited 

. on all the inhabitants of the same street. Five 
thousand eunuchs were beheaded.because one 
of their number refused to treat him as Emperor. 
He called some 10,000 students to the examin
ations at Ch'eng-tu Fu in Ssu-ch'uan and had 
them all put to death. He had butchered over 
600,000 persons in that province alone! On 
leaving Ch'eng-tu to march into the adjoining 
province of Shen-hsi he had all the inhabitants 
chained, led out of the city, and executed. Then 
he ordered his soldiers to put to death their own 
wives as troublesome impediments in times of 
war, and he gave the example by having his 
own wives executed. So reads his story. If it 
is not all true, much of it certainly is." 



. XXI 

RESTRICTIONS REMOVED 

THE reader will naturally say, how extraordinary 
that China with all those fearful drawbacks, 
'disasters and devastations, should have been 
able not only to maintain but to increase her 
population. 

Shall we now examine these restrictions' and 
see how they might be affected by the operations . 
of the economic law. 

Famine! Who thinks of famine in the 
United States, with a quarter of a million miles 
of railway transportation. 

If scarcity occurs in one part it is quickly 
remedied by supplies from another part of the 
world. Nobody starves. 

China has 7.500 miles of railways, and others 
building. 

But would not a million motor lorries . or 
trucks, with the help of long-distance railways 
supply the necessary transportation at a cost 
of a thousand million dollars. Thenal1ow' two 
thousand million dollars for road repairs and 
reconstructions. Perhaps for three thousand 
million dollars the fear of famine can be 
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removed and the needs of four hundred million 
people supplied. 

The United States has over twenty thousand 
million dollars invested in her railways alone to 
supply the needs of I20 million people. 

Floods! In the great floods in the United 
States numerous lives are not lost. Wireless and 
telephony keep the endangered people informed _ 
and make escape possible. Wireless and tele
phony can do the same in the Yellow River as 
on the MIssissippi and the engineers' ability is 
as effective in one cOllD,try as another. 

Infant mortality! Insanitation! Ignorance 
of Hygiene! A ring of broadcasting stations 
and twenty million receiving sets and instructors 
lecturing on the science of health and other 
subjects to schools and homes alike, and what 
would that do in half a generation ? 

It would also make, likin ridden, invert~brate 
China into a tightly knit entity. 

The bonds that have held down population 
can be unknotted and the dread age-long fear 
of famine, flood and devastating disease 
removed. 

The operations of the economic law and its 
efforts towards equipoise and equality are the 
instruments that can effect this reform, but 
'when ? 



XXII 

THE MEASURE OF TIME 

CHINA has consistently resisted foreign inter
ference. Towards the end of the nineteenth 
century arose a statesman high in the Councils 
of the Chinese Court, Li Hung Chang. He 
visited Europe and he and his attendants 
appeared in their rich oriental clothing in the 
social drawing rooms of London and elsewhere. . 

When he returned he took back to China a 
broader mind and a wider outlook. 

Partly as a result of this, in the early years 
ot the twentieth century, the Chinese government 
granted a number of railway and other conces
sions to foreigners. The populace, however, 
resented the encroachments of the iron road and 
pulled up by night the,rails that were laid by day. 

Li Hung Chang died. About this time came 
into prominence a forceful, wide-eyed young 
mandarin, who saw that occidental methods 
must be adopted. He secured sufficient' in
fluence to organise a fine, well drilled body of 
men, whose care it was to ceaselessly guard the 
railways and the stations and to whom the 
writer owed some protection in the past. 

8, 
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The name of the young mandarin, Yuen 
Shai Kai, might be associated with the names of 

. Penn, Perry and Rhodes, already quoted as 
examples of the army of case-hardened person
alities who have opened the wayfor the operations 
of the economic law. 

About that time students from China were 
being sent to schools in Japan, some to the 
United States, and some even found their way 
to . the Universities of Europe. These students 
have been replac¢ by others and a flow and 
return has been maintained ever since. . . 

About that time also numbers of Chinese 
labourers were employed under white supervision 
in South Mrica and earned a very good reputa
tion.· Thus and in many other ways an increasing 
intercourse between the once exclusive Orient 
and the ever-ready Occident has resulted. 

Later the movement was accentuated by 
numbers of Chinese who were brought to Europe 
during the Great War for labour purposes and 
who crowded what remained of the streets of 
St. Quentin and the valley of the Somme, 
cheek by jowl, with tens of thousands of German 
prisoners. The return of these men to their own 
country provided another means of introducing 
to the Orient the· ways and methods of the 
Occident. 
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About 1900-1903, the writer endeavoured 
to fonn some opinion as to the period of 
time that would elapse before the great change 
in the Orient would develop itself, and he then 
estimated it at about three short generations 
or from ninety to one hundred years. During 
the last twenty-five years this estimate has 
bee~ justified by events. 

The long-continued struggle for control seems 
like an inevitable phase of the change and the 
writer thinks that within a short period 
(shortened, if international help is accepted) 

I it will result in the establishment of a· consti
tution suited to the' Oriental mind, which will 
be strong enough to command the respect of 
its own people, to safeguard its finances and 
assume their responsibilities and to open it$ 
ports to international intercourse in the same 

f manner as is the case in other civilised ~o::mtries. 
It will then be recognised by the governments 
of the world and the 'Wave of development will 
begin apace. The writer expects that the full 
tide of this movement will be reached in about 

~ two generations or a~ut sixty-~ve, to seventy
\~ve years and the estnnate he IS about to set 
before the reader is based on this period. 



XXIII 

THE TEMPERATE ZONE 

FOR a.time let us leave the immediate vicinity 
of the Pacific. 

Let us glance at a map of the world under 
Mercator's projection with the object of estab
lishing a very simple fact. 

It is this. That the energetic peoples of the 
world have not flourished in the Arctic nor the 
Antartic regions, and within the records of 
history they have not greatly flourished in the 
region of the Equator. 

It may be said that the peoples that have 
shown the greatest vitality have flourished in the 
temperate zone, and that therefore it is within 
the temperate zone that we must look for the 
humari developments of the future. 



XXIV 

.EAST TO WEST 

THE object of this chapter is to show by reference 
to chronological history that the high tide of 
human vitality has almost consistently moved 
by the rise and fall of nations and empires from 
East to West and that the movement has ,been 
generally within the compass of the temperate 
zone. 

The writer is not now prepared to discuss the 
cause for this direction but so much importance 
attaches to it that some reference to history 
seems inevitabJe. 

The writer has not the matter that will enable 
him to trace this movement link by link across 
Asia prior to the time that Rameses II was. 

f 

making treaties to protect humanity and 
commerc{' with kings whom he had con9uered in 
Asia Minor about 1450 B.C., but.perhaps author ... 
ities could be found who would say that so far 
back as that, or even before t~at period, an 

. advanced state of civilisation and eVidences of 
industrialism ~ready existed in China and 
Korea. 

It is significant that the civilisatioh of the 
'7 
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Orient has been maintained intact up to the 
present day, whereas the Egyptian empire has 
totally disappeared. 

In those remote days the spirit of empire and 
industrialism moved slowly and deliberately and 
meandered about. Centuries elapsed before any 
very decided steps were taken in the Western 
direction, but perhaps the Assyrian empire 
could be cited as a stepping stone to Greece. 

Then Rome, with her long and penetrating 
influence, comes into view. 

A long period passes, partly occupied by the 
Holy Roman Empire. 

Presently the· Spaniard ruled the seas, and 
after him the Dutchman traded with the 
world. 

The French Empire pushed on the movement . 
with a brief, brilliant and glorious career. 

The tough hardy race that resisted Napoleon 
almost simultaneously d,iscovered the power of 
steam and applied it. 

From thence onward the westward movement 
has become comparatively a mad race. 

Systems of transportation have followed one 
another with increasing rapidity. 

The transatlantic movement so labouriously 
commenced by Columbus, has become a week of 
Iuxuriousp-aveI or a joy flight. 
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But let us pause for a moment and turn back 
to' an empire most carefully planned and per
fectly designed and yet which failed. Is it 
that the German Empire was born out of time 
and out of place, that the Western urge was not 
behind it, that it was too late, but that its 
people are now happier in sharing the fate of 
Europe than they would have been in dominat
ing it? 

To return to the Atlantic. Can anyone 
say that the unprecedented development of 
America has not taken place in a Westward 
direction? 

Has she not drawn, sometimes with the lure 
of gold and other magnetic forces since the days 
of the Pilgrim Fathers until now, millions of 
the most virile, adventurous an4 energetic 
from amongst the peoples of Europe. 

Anyone 'standing on the shores of the Hudson 
river may see, day by day, andsear after year, 
boat after boat in almost ceaseless procession, 
arrive from the East to the West with their 
expectant freight. 
. Many of these people after he~itancy in the 
Eastern States, have found their way westward 
along the lines Qf great railways that have been 
flung across the continent with feverish energy 
and haste. 
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Both literature and the drama set before the 
eyes in the East the Romance of the West. , 
Young men and young women with good homes 
and settled prospects nevertheless pack their 
bags and join the Westward throng. 

This movement has rushed forward until it 
has met the Pacific coast and in the "wash-up" 
a line of cities has come into rapid existence and 
one of them in California has reached an estimated 
population ofr,30o,oOO in the lifetime of a man. 

In the meantime the whole country has 
become electrified. Electrified in fact and in 
spirit. Action, movement, zeal, animation. 

HALT! ! 

Who cries halt! to such a movement? 
Halt? Halt on the shores of the most 

placid water way in the world? 
Halt? when its energies exceed its require

ments? 
Halt? when the Western urge has the 

sanction of centuries behind it? 
Halt? when credit is seeking new markets in 

which to employ itself ? 
Halt? when there is still remedial work in the 

West to be done? 
Halt! who cries Halt ? 
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But if you don't cry halt you MUST cry 

FORW ARi> ! ! ! 

and the case is won and the conception of a new 
world springs into evidence. 

So comes the completion of the circuit. The 
welding of the rim. " The Cycle of Cathay." 



XXV 

THE ESTIMATE 

THE temi unit is intended to imply the whole 
of the economic activities of the United States. 
Its industries, commerce and finance; its 
credits and its commodities as they were in the 
year I927. 

The object of the table is to estimate the 
increase in these economic activities in an' area 
covering the United States of America, the 
Pacific Ocean and the Orient (as previously 
defined) as it might be sixty-five to seventy
five years hence. The population of the United 
States is taken at I20 millions and the popu
lation of the Orient as 480 millions. The 
writer. is alone responsible for the estimate. 

In sixty-five to seventy-five years Units of 
it is estimated that the population of Increase. 
the United States will have doubled. 

In the last seventy-five years it 
has quadrupled but immigration has 
contributed largely to this. There 
are other reasons for thinking that 
that rate of increase may not be 
fully maintained. I unit. 
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For the purposes of this estimate 
the writer is taking the industrial 
status of the individual worker in the 
United States at an average of five 
dollars per working day. 

He is taking the average industrial 
status of the worker in the Orient at 
twenty-five cents per working day. 
There is little basis to go on for this 
estimate. If it is too high the 
ultimate results are affected very 
little. 

If it is very much too low then the 
ultimate results will be proportion
ately different. As explained in 
previous chapters, the introduction 
of machinery, organisation and 
finance into low Oriental .labour 
markets has the effect of raising 
wages with a tendency towards 
equalisation with other countries. 

If: then, that tendency; continued 
for sixty-five to seventy-five years 
and the value during that time of 
Oriental labour reached an average of 
$2.75 per working day it would give 
an estimated increase of two units 
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in the Orien.t. 2 units. 
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With security and the relief from 
catastrophic checks in the Oriental 
population, a violent rebound 
upwards in population, may be 
expected. . This expectation. is sus
. tained by the prosP.ed of .. a new 
national hope and outlook, as well as 
by ·t~e age-~ong desire. for .progeny 
which ~as characterised, Oriental 
thought for so long. 

In sixty.,.~ve to seventy-fiye years 
it is not' unreasonable to exp'ect the 
Oriental population' to nearly quad
ruple itself. 

If this be so and an average indi
vidual industrial ~tatQs of ·$2.75 per 
working day be attained by ·the 
increased working population 'it gives 
a further six units to the estimate. 6 ·units. 

Then in this period there is to ,be 
expected a further sim'p1ilic~tlon' of: 
machinery of production and organ
isation, . a better Underst~di?g of. 
economics, many improved process~ 
not yet discovered,' incre~sea 
longevity and more freedom from· 
disease. But it must be remembered ' 
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. that unforeseen checks to the move; I 
ment are certain to arise. 

,Having all these matters iIJ. mind 
it is proPosed to add 'One more unit 
to the calculation. 

-This is the total estimated increase 
in sixty-five to seventY-five years : 
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:r unit: 

:ro units 
in all. 

As the writer re-reaqs this forecast he becomes 
awue of a sense of smug precision unsuited to a 
problem so large cind so complex arid so wide
spread but the .reader is ask¢. to make allow
ance for this and to look on the estimate as 
relative and comparative only. It is the result 
,of an endeavour to express. in measured. terms 
·a vision.of the future . 

. Again, as the table is perused it would appear . 
that the, figures are largely under-estimated.. 
This is due to the writer's lack of courage and 
his amazement at the results already arrived. at ; 
perhaps the 'reader can further adjust the 

. ~gures, to tbe pO,ssible .facts and: fill ip 'mor~ 
. ·debits.. '.' 

The 'incr~a~e in the population of the U~ted 
s'ta:tes will .probably be much greater than 
estimated. 

, 
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There are all the Pacific Islands: and adjacent 
and near-by countries and their probable in
crease not tclken into, the account at all. ' 

The Philippines, into which the United States 
was thrust by the sinking of the "Maine" and 
since has found them a suitable outpost from 
which to watch the gates of the Orient, must 
he taken into account. 

,In the next siXty-five to seventy-five years 
this estimate indicates that there will be in the 
region covered by the United States of America, 
the Pacific Ocean and the Orient, an increased 
industrial and financial activity equal to ten 
times the whole of the industrial and financial 
activities in the United States in the year 1927 
and that eight-tenths (hths) of that increase 
will be on the Oriental side of the Pacific Oceari. 

It will be noticed that the relative industrial 
status of the working individual in the Orient 
in sixty-five to seventy five years' time is esti.
mated to have reached only a little ov~r hall the 
industrial ~tatus per person at present existing 
in the United States. ' 

, There is no reason why the industrial status 
of the individual in the Orient should not in 
time reach parity with the jndustrial status of 
the individual in the United States.' 

With the same or similar m~chinery and 
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organisation ,and the same will to perfonn, 
the accident of race is no bar to the same 

, . .- ' 

results . 
. It will be remembered that in previous 
chapters it was shown that the creation of 

lunconsumed exchangeable commodities was the 
basis of credit and it will be therefore seen 
that this estimated increased Oriental activity 
will be capable of sustaining a credit that is 
equal to eight times the existing credit of the . 
• United States and that so far as the existing 
credit is seeking employment abroad now,.. so 
will that tendency be increased tenfold in 
sixty'-five to seventy-five years' time. 

The natural sequence to this is that the rate 
of 'interest will decrease and become very low, 
one per cent and less is easily conceivable, 
and that as the rates of interest decrease, the 
competition of credit to employ itself will 
increase and thus more than ever world-wide 
employment will wait on labour. Through the 
principle of equipoise a state of equality 'in 
material things will be brought about beyond 
the dreams of the most sanguine reformer. 
This, however,. cannot fully .occur until the 
economic law has worked out its results in all 
parts of the world. . 

Also it will be seen that the Orient will come 
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into control of large amounts of credit, so that 
it may become a foremost financial centre. 

It is interesting but it need not be ominous 
to visualise a board of financial directors com
bining the large administrative ideas of the 
American and the subtle and rapier-like intellect 
of the Oriental. They might find a way to 
escape ftom this welter 6f nonproductive 
intricacies of stocks and shares, deferred and· 
preference, founders and ordinary, debentures 
and consolidated, conversions, dean and dirty, 
watered and sound, at pars and premiums. 

Hitherto unthought-of economies may come 
into the perspective and it is nQt impossible 
to imagine that there can arise a method or 
series of methods that will successfully replace 
cities full of office buildings for the purpose of 
assessing the right of the individual to command 
in the economic s~nse the services of his fellows. 



XXVI 

WAR AND COMMUNISM 

CAN war stop this economic movement? No, 
but it can seriously check and deflect it. War 
with all its horrors and injustices, its pain, fear 
and discomfort, its licence to deception, its 
monotony and its aftennath of disappoin,tment 
-bad as it is-it is incidental to the greater 
movement of re-creation, production and 
exchange. 

And Communism, seeing only the glaring 
examples of individual inequalities and being 
blind to the kernel of necessity in which the 
economic law is operating, seeks to destroy the 
whole machinery and if successful produces a 
result not unlike that of inflation. Even if this 
destruction be accomplished, the urgent need 
of exchange re-asserts itself and the principle of 
equipoise is re-erected upon its mechanisms. 



XXVII 

EUROPE 

WELL! what of Europe? 
Let her " strike sail." 
Under treaty conditions let her abolish 

arniaments, throw down dividing barriers, sub
mit issues of public currency to international 
supervision .and guarantee, cast overboard her 
gold reserves, think, work and play and set her 
helm right into the teeth of the economic cyclone 
arising around the Pacific and she can ride the 
impact with profit and advantage. 



r---~'" 

CREDIT 

XXVIII 

THE BRITPN 

'-. ....... 

COMMoomES 

FOR the last time attention is called to the 
diagram illustratmg the writer's conception of 
the working of the economic law, and the above 
is intended to represent a healthy constitution. 
Based on a wide foundation of public confidence, 
there are dependent from the beam two recep
tacles for commodities on the one side and credit 

101 
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on the other. At the . point of jncessant and 
ceaseless movement is the circulating head, 

I 
the nerve centre, and the importance of keeping 
a free circulation and the operations of the 
head proportioned to the whole has been 
demonstrated. 

The conduct of the function of the circulating 
media is of prime importance and on it the 
happiness of men and nations greatly depend. 

To keep it steady, high character, a sense of 
J justice and undoubtedint.egrity is essential . 

. Is that the reason why the Briton has con
trolled the centre of the wo:rld's finance for so 
long, pays his debts and still keeps his sterling 
above par? Is it why the Briton has established 
colonies that have grown into large dominions 
and still attaches them to himself? Is it the 
secret of the power that has enabled him to 
administer with comparatively a handful of 
officials, most of Asia except the Orient, and 
with patience and ability to keep order where 
chaos such as· has reigned in China would 
en~ue ? At the same time, step by step, 
train and encourage the Asiatics to erect for 

I
themselves that column of public confidence 
on which the economic law operates? Is it 
for this that fifty million native peoples else
where are dependent on the Briton, with his 
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cathedral influences .for guidance and adminis
tration? Is it for ~ reason that China's 
welfare and financial s~undness for years rested . 
on the shoulders of a single Briton, Sir Robert 
Hart ? Is thi,s the reason that the British 
Government'decided on the restrained defence 
of Shanghai and so steadied the whole tran
sitory situation? Will it be to the British 
character that the Orient will turn again for 
counsel and advice as it has done in the past? 

But it would seem inevitable that when the 
days of very rapid development arrive in the 
Orient it will be the coUntries bordering on 
the Pacific that will be mainiY,concerned. 



XXIX 

. THE INDIVIDUAL 

.N ow the \l,arbour of conclusion has been reached 
and it is time for the travellers to part. 

If the writer· finds a reader who follows 
his reasoning with understanding then he is 
repaid for the expression of his thoughts and 
he parts from him with regret. 

The high tides of human affairs are generally 
unperceived by the individu~ who day by day 
comes and goes on his appointed task. 

In many of his interests and avocations he 
is independent of the economic law and may by 
the exercise of a Diogenic content almost entirely 

, escape its influence. 
If by chance he does look out on a great array 

of facts and figures none the less the individual, 
with his inexhaustible reserves of heart and 
intellect, remains paramount. 

The part is greater than the whole. 
With what vision he possesses he may see 

things as they are, a little of things as they have 
heen and sometimes forecast something of 
things as they may be. Then he may fit himself 
into the pattern and so pay homage to a rich 
design. 



CONCLUSION. 

THE general recognition of the principle of 
equipoise between credits and Commodities as 
previQusly defined would 'have the effect of 
releasing nearly two thousand million pounds 
sterling of human effort, as a first instalment of 
its results. That is the value of the gold 
holdings. The writer claims far more than 
this. It demonstrates a principle of economics, 

I an automatic adjustment of money affairS. 
Even as he pens these words responsible 
governments are again making laws with the 
view of fixing the rates of exchange for cur
rencies. A glance at the symbol-of equipoise . 
would show at once that any attempt to :fix 
exchange is doomed to failure in the beginning. 
It can only lead to further complication, further 
distress and further disaster. 

::;.... The value of sound money and free exchange 
is so important now and has so large a bearing 
on the future of the working world that no 
effort should be spared to recognise a clear 
principle. 

Dealing as it does with the sum total of 
f!conomic effort and invention it becomes 

lOS 
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supremely important. There is no limit to 
its value. A 'misconception of it has so much 
power to destroy. 

This book with the symbol of the scale claims 
to hav~,set the recognition of this principle in 
order and to have made it clearer' and more 
lasting. 

The important application is this :'-ThaJ, all 

jl
isstees 0/ public currency should be secured against 
an equal 'lJalue 0/ actual commodities. That is all. 

n this principle be followed human happiness 
so far as it is affected by the, economic law is 
further safeguarded, in the future. 

In applying the principle of equipoise between, 
countries. to the largest economic problem 
within view. ,that is, the prospective develop
ment of the Orient, a most surprising and 
amazing result is attained :-the expectation 
within a comparatively few years of a new 
world. 

New populations and markets will arise on 
so large a s,cale that the whole .outlook and 
balance of industrialism from one end of the , ' 

. world to the 'other will be changed. 
There will be a new orientation. 
All future economic policies will have to take 

this prospect into !lccount. 



CONCLUSION ZO'J 

The principle of equipoise ~tween credits 
~ and commodities, the principle of indusbial 

balance between countries, leading 1ina1ly, by 
the operations of credit, to a greater economic 
equality amongst men and peoples, may pr~vide 
a guide by which to construct, to judge and to 

~ measure the appropriate policies of the future. 



APPENDIX 1. 

GOLD HOLDINGS OF CENTRAL BANKS AND 
GOVERNMENTS. END OF YEAR. x927. 

United States 3.977.x8x,000 
England 74x.698.000 
France 7XO,339,000 
Germany 444.x58,000 
Italy 239,x80,000 
Austria u.883,000 
Belgium 99,878,000 
Bulgaria 9.250,000 
Czechoslovakia 29.766•000 
Denmark •• 48,780,000 
Estonia 2,722.000 
Finland 7.979,000 
Greece 9.89°.000 
Hungary 34.432,000 
Latvia 4,632,000 
Lithuania •• 3,320.000 
Netherlands x60,796,000 
Norway .. 39,458,000 
Poland 58,04X,000 
Portugal 9,267.000 
Rumania 29,006,000 
Russia .. 97,043.000 
Spain 5°2,484.000 
Sweden 6x,685.000 
Switzerland ,. 99,785,000 
Yugo-Slavia x7,x33.ooo 
Canada x5x.978,000 
Australia X05,X2X,000 
New Zealand 38,280,000 
S. Africa 40,032•000 
India u9,097.000 
Other Countries .. r.299,303,000 

Total in dollars 9.203.597.000 
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CHINA'S POPULATION. 
Extracted from Mr. Rockhill's Report. 

Enumerations of the population of China, I76I, I8I3, I84Z, I883 and I88S. 

Provinces. I 1761 • I 18u. 1842• 1882. 1885. 

ehih-li .. .. .. .. 15.222.°4° 27.990.871 36•879.838 *17.937.000 *17.937.°°5 
Shan-tung .. .. .. .. 25.180.734 28.958.764 29.529.877 36.247.835 36.545.7°4 
Shan-hsi •• .. .. .. .. 9.768•189 14.°°4.210 . 17.°56.925 12.211.453 1°.791.341 
Ho-nan .. .. .. .. .. 16.332.57° 23.°37.171 29.069.771 22.115.827 22.117.°36 
Kiang-su .. .. .. .. 23.161.4°9 37.843.5°1 39.646.924 20.905.171 21.259.989 
An-hui .. .. .. .. .. 22.761 .°3° 34.165.°59 36.596.988 *20.596.988 *20.596.988 
Fu-kien .. .. .. " 8.063.671 14.779.158 25.799.556 25,000,000 23.5°2.794 
Che-kiang .. .. .. .. 15.429.692 26.256.784 3°.437.974 II .588.692 ' II.684.348 
Hu-pei .. .. .. .. .. 8.080.603 27.37°.°98 28.584.564 33.365.°05 33.600.492 
Hu-nall .. .. .. .. 8.829.320 18.652.507 20.°48.969 21.002.604 21.005.171 
Shen-hsi •• .. .. .. .. } 7.412•014 { 1°.2°7.2 56 10.309.769 *8.432•193 3.276.967 
'Kan-su .. .. .. .. 15.354.875 19.512.716 *5.411•188 *5.411•188 
Ssu-ch'uan .. .. .. .. 2.782.976 21.435.678 22.256.964 67.712•897 71•073.730 
Kuang-tung .. .. .. .. 6.797.597 19.174.°3° 21.152 •603 29.7°6.249 29.740•055 
Kuang-hsi .. .. .. .. 3.947.414 7.313.895 8.121.327 *5.151.327 *5.151.32 7 
Yiin-nan .. .. .. .. " 2.078•802 5.561.320 5.823.670 *11.721.576 *n.721.576 
Kuei-chou .. .. .. .. 3.4°2.722 5.288.219 5.679.128 *7.669.181 *7.669.181 
Kiang-h~ .. .. .. .. 11.006.640 23.°46.999 26.513.889 24.534.n8 24.541.4°6 

Total .. .. .. .. 19°.257.423 360.44°.395 413.°21.452 381 .3°9.3°4 377.636•198 

The figures given in the censuses of 1761, 1842, 1882, and 1885 were supplied to father Amiot, 
Sacharoff. Popoff, and Rockhill by the Chinese Board of Revenue. Figures in the returns for 
1882 and 1885 marked with an asterisk are those given to Sacharoff for tile year 1879. They 
are the latest official estimates. 

The figures given under the census of 1812 are ~aken from Sacharoff, whose authority was 
presumably the official Ta Ch'ing Hui-tien. 



APPENDIX III. 

WAGES OF WORKERS IN THE UNITED STATES IN 
CHIEF INDUSTRIES. 

The chief indu,stries (including kindred 'products) by value 
of produ'?tsin 1:925 with number of wage earners and 
amQunt of wages paid, were: 

Class of Industries. 

food, etc. 
Textiles, etc. 
Iron and steel, etc. (not 

including machinery) 
Chemicals, etc. 
Transportation equipment, 

air, land and water 
Machinery (not including 

transport equipment) 
Paper, printing, etc 
Lumber, etc. 
Metals and metal products 

other than iron and steel .. 
Leather and its manufactures 
Stone, clay and glass 
Railroad repair shops 
Rubber products 
Tobacco manufacture 

Wage 
Earners. 

664,760 
1:,627,1:41: 

559,578 

858,843 
536,766-
921:,1:45 

275,292 
31:5,288 
353,036 

457,755 
1:41:,1:21: 
1:32,1:32 

Wages. 
Dollars. 

793,681:,000 
1:,654,01:3,000 

1:,284,339,000 
505,886,000 

908,488,000 

1:,225,359,000 
805,51:6,000 
978,375,000 

380,781,000 
356,246,000 
467,01:2,000 
668,1:92,000 
1:90,563,000 
UI,558,ooO 



APPENDIX IV. 
AVERAGE DAD.Y EARNINGS IN THIRTEEN IMPORTANT 

CITIES IN JAPAN. 

February, 1928. 

Industry. 

T.:mks : 
Silk filature-Women 
Cotton spinning-Women 
Silk twisted thr~Women 
Cotton machine weaving 
Silk hand-weaving 
KDitted ~Men 

M..u: 
Taming 
Finishing 
Casting 
Founding 

C.1UfIil: : 
Porcelaia 
Glass 
Cement 
Bricks 
Tiles 

OIlier r..dvsfriu: 

Women 

Industrial Drugs 
Match_Men 

Oil·· Women 

J apa.uese papel' 
European paper 
Leather 
Flower 
Sake brewing 

Yen 
reckon 2 yen to thl! 

dollar (about 2/-) 

0.84 
1.14 

.84 
1.03 
1.15 
1·70 

.83 

1·99 
2·09 
2.06 
1.87 

.1·92 

1.62 
1·42 

.66 
I.85 
1·47 
1.71 
2.14 
I.88 
1·92 

The above figures apply to skilled industries in important 
cities only. If rural and agricn1tural rates of pay and servants and 
labourers were included the average would be reduced. 

A comparison of these rates of pay with those in practice 
under feudal conditions shows that Japan has already advanced 
some way aloug the road towards national equipoise. 

From China no statistics are available but the industrial 
Movement referred to is in its infancy. The daily rates of pay 
are very low and probably the estimate made for the average of the 
Whole of the Orient is not seriously understated. It will be remem
bered that there is a very large preponderance of population in 
(lUna. 

11& 
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APPENDIX V. 
UNITED STATES. 

POSITION OF THB CBNTRB .OF ~OPULATION: 1790-1920. 
[The centre of population may be said to represent the centre of gravity of the population. If the surface of 

the United States be considered as a rigid level plane without weight. capable of sustaining the population· 
distributed thereon, individuals being assumed to be of equal weight and the plane to be supported, as on a'Pivotal 
point. at its centre of gravity, the influence of each individual in maintaining the equilibrium ot the plane would be 
directly proportional to his distance from the pivotal point or centre of gravity. -This is the point referred to by 
the term~' centre of population. "] . 

LOCATION. 
MOVEMENT IN' mLB.S DURJNG 

fRECBDING DBcADE. 

CENSUI APPROXIHAT£ LOCATION BY From 
YEAR. 

North West IMPORTANT TOWNS. point to 
West- North- South-point in 

Latitude. Longitude. direct ward. ward. ward. 
line. - ---------• , . . , . 

1790 39 16 30 76 II 12 23 miles el!-St .of Baltimore, Md. : ... .. ., . .. . . .. 
1800 39 16 6 76 56 30 18 miles west of Baltimore, Md. .. .. 40 •6 ~&.6 .. 0·5 
1810 39 II 30 71 37 12 40 miles northwest by west of Washington, D.C. 

(in Va.).. .• .. .. .• .• 36 .9 36 .5 .. 5·3 
1820 39 5 42 78 33 0 16 miles east of Moorefield, W. Va. .. .. 50 .5 ,50 •1 .. 6,7 
1830 38 57 54 79 16 54 19 miles west-southwest of Moorefield, W. Va. .. 40 .4 39·4 .. 9·0 
1840 39 2 0 80 18 I) 16 miles south of Clarksburg, W. Va. ... .. 55. 0 54. 8 4·7 . .. 
1850 38 59 ° 81 19 0 23 miles southeast of Parkersblirg. W. Va. .. 54. 8 54-,7 .. 3·5 
1860 39 0 24 82 48 48 20 miles south by east of Chillicothe, Ohio .. 80.6 80.6 _1.6 .. 
1870 39 12 0 83 35 42 48 miles east by north of Cincinnati, Ohio .. 44. 1 42 •1 13·3 .. 
1880 39 4 8 84 39 40 8 miles west by south of Cincinnati, Ohio (in Ky.) S8.I 157·4 9·1 

, I890 39 II 56 85 32 53 20 miles east of Columbus, Ind •.• .. .. 48•6 . -47,7 g.o .. 
1900 39 9 36 85 48 54 6. miles southeast of Columbus, Ind •. .. .. 14. 6 I4·4 .. 2.8 
19IO 39 IO I2 86 32 20 In the city on Bloomington, Ind. . . • • 

}7: 38.9 .°·7 .. 
{I.9 miles west of Whitehall, Clay township, Owen 

1920 39 10 21 86 43 15 County, Ind.· . • • . . . • • . • g.8 0.;2 8.3 miles south-southeast of Stencer, Washington ". 
township, Owen County, nd. _ • _ . 

From the report of the Fourteenth Census of the United States, I920, Department of Commerce, Washington. 
Showing the movement of the centre of popUlation in a Westward direction. . . 
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